
Literacy can be a struggle for many students.

Introducing aimswebPlus and WriteToLearn,  
more powerful together! 

Time is the ultimate commodity these days, and we understand your team’s need 
for a quick, valid, reliable, and cost-effective tools to find students who need extra 

literacy support. The connection of aimsweb®Plus and WriteToLearn® provides you with 
the writing literacy measures, monitoring, planning, and intervention you need to find and 

help the students that need it most.



Early screening is key for student success

aimswebPlus
A norms-based screening 

and progress monitoring 

tool that measures 

literacy skills

WriteToLearn
an automated web-

based tool for building 

writing skills and reading 

comprehension

A powerful 
connection to 

measure, monitor, 
intervene, and plan 

to help students 
refine their writing 

skills

aimswebPlus screens and monitors the reading and math skills of PreK–12 students. With its robust 
set of standards-aligned measures, this comprehensive system is proven to uncover learning gaps 
quickly, identify at-risk students, and assess individual and classroom growth. aimswebPlus also has 
add-on screeners for behavior and dyslexia to provide a comprehensive, all-in-one system.

WriteToLearn provides the tools to further develop reading comprehension, expand vocabulary, 
and build writing skills across genres, styles, and text analysis, for 4-12 students. With automated 
scoring, reporting and immediate feedback, the web-based tool aids students in the practice of 
writing through review and edit cycles and access to writing support tools tailored to individual 
student’s needs.

aimswebPlus + WriteToLearn  
provides you with the tools to help.

How do I use these two 
tools together? 

Step 1: Universally screen your students 
with aimswebPlus to identify your students’ 
strengths and challenges.

Step 2: Follow up with students by using 
WriteToLearn as part of your curriculum or 
as a formative writing intervention, support, 
and progress monitoring tool.

Step 3: Progress monitor with aimswebPlus 
to monitor student growth.

Are you already an aimswebPlus customer?  
Ask us how easy it is to add WriteToLearn!

For more information, visit  
pearsonassessments.com/aimswebplus and 

pearsonassessments.com/writetolearn or 
call 1-866-313-6194, Option 1.
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